S-718 CLEANER
71718
Product Description
Low VOC, general-purpose maintenance
cleaner. It has an orange color and citrus
smell.
Effective at removing uncured paint residues
from hard surfaces such as stainless steel,
glass windows, floors and equipment, without
extensive scrubbing, brushing, or scraping
Effective on solventborne and waterborne
paints.
Low foaming nature, and has no effect on
“killed paint” in water-wash paint booths
Dries quickly, and leaves no unsightly residue
S-718 is not safe to use on aluminum, brass,
copper, bronze or galvanized surfaces.

Physical Properties
Appearance: Thin Orange Liquid
pH 9.0 - 11.0
Volatiles Weight 100.0 %
Weight/gallon 8.03 Lb/gl ( 961.90 G/l)
VOC 2.91 Lb/gl ( 348.70 G/l)
EPA Method 24 Yes
Solubility Soluble In Water
Specific Gravity 0.9628
Flash Point >212 ° F (>100 ° C)
Do not allow to freeze

General Application Instructions
Use diluted or full strength depending on severity of paint build up.
Spot treat heavier buildup with undiluted S-718 and allow dwelling for at least 10 minutes.
Mop floor with straight or diluted S-718 to remove paint and general soil. Residual cleaner will evaporate
and dry. (1:2 ratio)
Dilution rate with water depends on quantity and nature of soil to be cleaned.
Low foaming nature allows for use in floor scrubbing equipment. (1:4 ratio)
S-718 can also be used as an Ultrasonic cleaner for bell cups, air caps, etc.
Rinse with water.

Note: As with all chemicals, proper safety procedures should be adhered to at all times. Please review product Material Safety Data Sheet prior
to working with any chemicals. Please contact your Gage Products Company representative for process specific application instructions.
The technical information and suggestions for use made herein are based on Gage Products Company’s research and experience and are
believed to be reliable. Such information and suggestions however, do not constitute a warranty.
Since Gage Products Company has no control over the conditions under which the product is transported, stored, handled, and/or applied,
buyers must determine for themselves, by preliminary tests or otherwise, the suitability of the product for their purposes.
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